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hElEn mariE casEy’s booklEt Portland’s Compromise: the Colored 
School, 1867–1872 recounts the story of William Brown, an African-American 
resident of Portland, Oregon, and his role in the first and only case of official 
segregation of African-American children in Portland Public Schools (PPS) 
in 187. After unsuccessfully trying to enroll his children in one of Portland’s 
only two public elementary schools, Brown appealed to the school board, 
including directors Josiah Failing, W.S. Ladd, and E.D. Shattuck. Again, his 
children were denied access. The board of directors explained their resistance 
to integrated schools by saying: “If we admit them [African-American chil-
dren], then next year we will have no money to run the schools.” According 
to Casey, the directors were “afraid to provoke the taxpayers and rouse their 
ire.”1 Rather than attempting such a politically “risky” effort, the school board 
eventually allocated $800 — $75 more than it had offered prior to Brown’s 
threat of a lawsuit — for a segregated school at the corner Southwest Fourth 
and Columbia. Twenty-six African-American students, twenty-one boys 
and five girls — many of whom had previously attempted to attend another 
public, or “free,” school in Portland but had been denied — enrolled in the 
school. The continued existence of the “Colored School” was constantly in 
question at annual school meetings. Funding for the school was abolished 
in 1872, and the next year, thirty African-American children were admitted 
to the newly integrated PPS. 
Since Oregon acquired statehood in 1859, the relationship between 
African Americans and public education in the city of Portland has been 
complex and closely correlated to the broader racial dynamics of the city, 
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state, and nation. With three “Black exclusion laws” to its name, including 
one written into the original state constitution, Oregon was established in 
the late nineteenth century as the most formidable and dangerous place 
outside the South for an African-American person to call home. Oregon 
was never a slave state; however, historical records of lynchings, as well as 
institutionally denied or limited rights and access, effectively dispute the 
argument that it was a “free state” either.2 
The pattern of response from Portland’s Euro-American–dominated 
public school system to the struggles of African Americans for desegre-
gation and quality education stems from the historic racial dynamics of 
Oregon and, more specifically, of Portland. This pattern tends to echo the 
story of the Colored School. There is often initial resistance to change on 
any level, sometimes explained as being due to the system’s fear of taking 
“political risks” such as alienating Euro-American citizens in Portland’s 
subtly contentious racial atmosphere. Commonly, this is followed by 
persistent efforts of community members and groups — for example, 
Harrison Street school, shown here in about 1880, was in operation when William 
Brown asked for his children to be admitted to Portland’s public schools. The city’s 
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William Brown threatening to bring a lawsuit against the school board — 
eventually leading to the institution of a new policy, usually fulfilling only 
a portion of those community members’ goals. What typically ensues is a 
process of negotiation and occasional undermining of the new policy by 
parts of the community, the local and occasionally the national media, 
and even PPS and the Board of Education itself, as was the case with the 
Colored School. In the 140 years since the closing of the Colored School, 
Portland’s African-American community has continued to struggle to 
attain quality education for its children, an effort that has been mirrored 
by the national fights for educational equity, including desegregation and 
multicultural education. 
This study explores the relationship between PPS and the city’s African-
American residents, especially having to do with policy decisions about 
desegregation and multiculturalism. These efforts can be broken down into 
three broad time frames. The first is from 1859 to 1941, the period stretching 
from Oregon’s initiation into statehood through the beginning of World 
War II. The second time frame covers from 1941 to 1980, as PPS became far 
more segregated because of racially restrictive housing policies; conflicts 
over desegregation characterize this period. The rise of the Black United 
Front (BUF) in the late 1970s signals the beginning of the third period. The 
BUF’s efforts led to the end of busing and the passage of the Comprehensive 
Desegregation Plan, which emphasized quality and multicultural education 
over desegregation. Examining the relationship between various institutions 
and organizations representing Portland’s African-American community 
and PPS gives a nuanced perspective of how educational policy decisions 
were affected by racial tensions and conflicts in one West Coast city and fills 
a gap in the literature.3
1859–1941
Between 1859 and 1941, there was minimal change in either the racial compo-
sition of Portland or the public school system’s relationship with the small 
number of African Americans living in the city. Records indicate that Afri-
can Americans first arrived in Oregon in 1788 and in Portland by 1850. City 
reports estimate that Portland’s African-American population in 180 was 
about 130.4 While a lack of economic possibilities may have contributed to 
the small population of non-European racial and cultural groups, it appears 
that racism played an equally if not more important role in contributing to 
the small minority population in Portland. Oregon was the only state to be 
admitted to the union with a Black exclusion clause in its constitution.5 In 
addition to the exclusionary clause, the state also passed limits on the Chi-
nese and Japanese populations during this period, and the Black exclusion 
laws remained in the state’s constitution until 192. Further evidence of the 
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unwelcoming attitude Oregon presented to African Americans is revealed 
in the Oregon legislature’s 189 rescission of its initial ratification of the 
Fourteenth Amendment; it did not re-ratify the amendment until 1973. 
From 1900 to 1920, the African-American population in Portland ranged 
from 775 to 155.7 The arrival of the railroad and associated job opportuni-
ties in Portland established the city as the center of the African-American 
population in Oregon. The Portland Hotel was the second largest employer 
of African Americans, who hotel owners recruited from Georgia.8 Neverthe-
less, throughout this period, the Japanese and Chinese communities each 
comprised a larger proportion of the population in Portland than African 
Americans. Historian Quintard Taylor, in his study of the experiences of 
African Americans in Seattle, has demonstrated that the relatively large size 
of these communities deflected attention away from African Americans, 
resulting in the creation of fewer exclusionary policies toward them.9 In 
other words, African Americans did not always represent the primary target 
of racial discrimination. Some of the exclusionary and anti-miscegenation 
laws passed in Oregon, for example, included those targeting Chinese, Native 
Americans, and Japanese people. In addition, during the 1880s, there were 
riots in Portland and Tacoma in which Euro-Americans attempted to remove 
the Chinese from these cities because of the economic threat they posed.10 
While the racial and cultural diversity of Portland may have at times kept 
African Americans from being the main target of exclusionary practices, 
it seems the overall small population of the community simply did not 
pose enough of a threat to the majority Euro-American population for the 
development of official racial educational policies. 
Other than the Colored School episode, there is little evidence that Afri-
can Americans experienced legal forms of discrimination in the nineteenth 
century, but the beginning of the twentieth century was a different matter. 
In 190, African-American men could vote and serve as jurors, and African-
American children could attend school with Euro-American children. In 
addition, both theaters and restaurants did not have separate seating areas 
based on race, although African Americans knew where they could and could 
not go.11 With the growth of European immigrants in Portland at the start 
of the twentieth century, African Americans faced more explicit forms of 
discrimination. Unions excluded African Americans, and hotels, restaurants, 
and theaters frequently refused to serve African Americans. According to 
urban studies professor Karen Gibson, “in 1919, the Portland Realty Board 
adopted a rule declaring it unethical for an agent to sell property to either 
Negro or Chinese people in a White neighborhood. The Realtors felt it was 
best to declare a section of the city for them so that the projected decrease 
in property values could be contained within limited special boundaries.”12 
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This practice started the process of establishing the Albina district as an 
African-American neighborhood.13 
Kathryn Hall Bogle’s 1937 Oregonian article “An American Negro Speaks 
of Color” details her childhood experiences with racism in the schools. 
Bogle’s father worked on the railroads and she attended eighteen different 
schools in Oregon, Washington, California, Montana, and Minnesota before 
finally graduating from high school in Portland, Oregon. She remembers 
offensive language used by guest speakers, who frequently made African 
Americans the butt of jokes, and textbooks that limited the portrayals of 
African Americans primarily to slavery coupled with caricatures during 
the Reconstruction era. She describes history classes as being the most 
humiliating: 
This detail from a 1936 map titled “The Neighborhood Pattern of the City as Defined 
by Foreign-Born and Racial Occupancy” demonstrates that African Americans lived 
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During this period perhaps no rocks are thrown by hand, but there are subtle omissions, 
exceptions, and other differences made that wound the spirit. No attempt is made to 
help him to real pride of his own race. Rather, outside of his home, he is bombarded by 
assaults and propaganda against his race.14
In two Oregon history textbooks from 1937 and 1942, there is a nearly 
complete absence of the experiences of African Americans, Chinese, and 
Japanese people.15
Since the closure of the Colored School in 1872, de jure segregation in 
public education has not been practiced in the city of Portland. Between 
1859 and 1940, the African-American population of Oregon grew very 
little; however, due to labor migration during World War II, the number 
of African-American residents throughout the state expanded from 1,931 
in 1940 to approximately 23,000 in 1945, resulting in a profound impact on 
the relationship between Portland Public Schools and the city’s African-
American population.1 
shiFting PoPulation dynamics and thE  
civil rights movEmEnt, 1941–1980
Many African Americans moved West during World War II because of 
economic opportunities, including shipbuilding and related industries 
associated with the war. As a result, the African-American population in 
Oregon increased tenfold, with most people located in or near Portland. 
Restrictive housing covenants developed by the Portland Realty Board and 
Euro-American Portlanders’ resistance to African Americans moving into 
other parts of the city directed many new African-American residents to 
the Albina district. A statement representing five hundred Euro-American 
Portland residents declared:
If it is necessary to bring large numbers of Negro Workers, locate them on the edge of 
the city. . . . It would be much better for all concerned. If they are allowed to fan out 
through the city it soon will be necessary to station a policeman on every corner.17 
Because the Housing Authority of Portland refused to build enough 
housing for defense contract workers, Kaiser Steel, the primary shipbuilding 
company in Portland, bought land in 1942 just north of Portland and south 
of the Columbia River to develop housing for its workers.18 As a result of 
wartime industry jobs, this defense housing project, named Vanport for its 
location between Vancouver and Portland, became the second largest city 
in the state. It should be noted that while there was segregation within the 
Vanport housing project, African-American and Euro-American children 
attended school together, and Vanport hired the first African Americans to 
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teach in the Oregon public schools. On May 30, 1948, Vanport flooded, and 
approximately 1,000 people, more than one third of them African American, 
were forced out of their homes. Other defense housing sites were bulldozed 
in the late 1940s; consequently, thousands of individuals and families had 
few other options than to move to an already overcrowded Portland.19 
By 1950, less than half of the wartime African-American population 
remained in Portland. This was largely due to the lack of housing and 
employment opportunities coupled with Portland’s leadership actively dis-
couraging them from staying.20 According to the documentary Local Color, 
“Portland’s mayor, Earl Riley, had openly declared the city could absorb 
only a minimum of Negroes without upsetting its regular life.”21 After the 
flood of Vanport and demolition of other defense housing, neighborhood 
associations, realtors, and banks employed various methods to coerce Afri-
can Americans into the Albina district located in the Northeast quadrant 
of Portland, where the majority of African Americans in Portland already 
lived. As African Americans moved into the district, Euro-Americans moved 
out. Gibson states: 
During the 1950s, Albina lost one-third of its population and experienced significant 
racial turnover as White residents left en masse for the suburbs and Black residents 
moved into Albina from temporary war housing. By decade’s end, there were 23,000 
fewer White and 7,300 more Black residents.22
By 190, approximately 80 percent of the African Americans in Portland 
lived in the Albina district.23 Portland’s residential segregation shaped school 
enrollment patterns, and the Albina district harbored the majority of schools 
with disproportionate percentages of African-American students. In 1945, 
for example, 38 percent of the students at Eliot Elementary were African 
American, but by 1957, they comprised 80 percent of the student body.24 This 
is especially striking because African Americans only made up 2 percent of 
Portland’s total population.25 
Bolstered by recent political and economic gains, such as increased job 
opportunities during World War II and the 1954 Brown vs. Board of Education 
U.S. Supreme Court decision, African Americans across the nation began 
to challenge school segregation. School segregation became arguably one of 
the most contentious issues facing PPS and the city throughout the 190s 
and 1970s. Initially after the passing of the Brown Supreme Court decision, 
PPS took the position that “it had a policy of equal education and that it 
would take no action regarding segregation in Portland Public Schools.”2 
In 192, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 
(NAACP) publicly accused the district of passively allowing the patterns 
of segregation to persist, and that same year, the national headquarters 
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of the NAACP administered a study of PPS.27 The NAACP recommended 
pairing (the coupling of majority–African American with majority–Euro-
American schools through the assignment of students to both schools at 
different points throughout their academic careers); the construction of new 
schools situated between racially isolated neighborhoods; closing Boise and 
Eliot schools; redrawing school district lines; reassigning children to other 
schools; and the use of busing to alleviate racial segregation.28 Rather than 
implement the NAACP’s suggestions, PPS decided to sponsor its own study, 
Race and Equal Educational Opportunity in Portland’s Public Schools, also 
known as the Schwab Report, to assess racial isolation and racial disparities 
in academic achievement. Various members of Portland’s African-American 
community saw this move as a way of ignoring the problem.29 
After eighteen months of study, the extensive 194 Schwab Report 
concluded that racial disparity in education did exist and made over forty 
recommendations. These addressed compensatory education, a district 
transfer policy, multicultural education, special education, and external 
factors impacting the school, such as unions, government organizations, 
and private businesses. The Schwab Report recommended keeping the 
neighborhood school model — which did nothing to alleviate the problems 
caused by housing segregation — and advised against busing. In addition, 
the report recommended the voluntary Administrative Transfer Program 
(ATP), which allowed students to transfer to other schools provided there 
was room but required parents to bear the responsibility for transportation. 
Ultimately, these policies did little to address the NAACP’s concerns about 
segregation. Portland NAACP president Mayfield K. Webb commented on 
the Schwab committee’s recommendations: “It’s amazing to us that this blue 
ribbon committee can close its eyes completely to resolving the problem on 
the local situation.”30 
Analysis of the Schwab Report reveals that its members acknowledged the 
significance of historic and persistent racial inequality and discrimination 
in Portland. In one section, the report highlights discrepancies in enroll-
ment patterns within special education programs. At Jefferson High School, 
for example, while African-American students made up approximately 25 
percent of the school population, 75 percent of the students in the special 
education program were African American. Moreover, in the 193–194 
school year, 7 percent of Jefferson High School’s students were classified as 
“mentally retarded”; of the 12 students in the program, 122 of them were 
African American. Additionally, PPS had designated 212 of Portland’s 1,181 
African American high school students (approximately 18 percent) as men-
tally retarded.31 The Schwab Report expressed deep concern for the dispro-
portionate numbers of African-American students in the mentally retarded 
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(MR) program and recommended “a thorough re-evaluation of the special 
achievement program by qualified disinterested parties . . . and constant 
effort to provide a maximum of education to MR students so that initial 
cultural deficiencies will not be made irreversible” [emphasis added].32 
Another way the Schwab Report explicitly built race into policy recom-
mendations was its multicultural education curriculum initiative. Proposed 
Portland NAACP President Mayfield Webb (right, with three of his seven children) 
celebrates the organization’s fiftieth anniversary with Ulysses Plummer and an 
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curriculum changes in the section titled “Removal of Prejudice” called for 
changes in history and social studies classes at both the elementary and high 
school level, including developing teaching units that would “emphasize 
the role of majorities and minorities in American life.” It continued: “In 
these classes a major effort should be made to point out the importance 
of the contributions of different races to our society, the significance and 
the consequences of racial conflict and the factors which give rise to such 
conflict.”33 Although these multicultural curriculum policies were adopted, 
they never fully made their way into practice. 
While the report recognized that institutional racism was a major factor 
in Portland and shaped the educational opportunities of African-American 
youth in PPS, its overarching theme — evident in key policy recommen-
dations — conflated race with class and focused on the perceived cultural 
deficiencies of African-American students. This particular perspective was 
based on the cultural deficit model, which relied on the idea that if a child’s 
social, cultural, or economic home life or background was either “depraved” 
or “deprived,” then the student would have difficulty succeeding academi-
cally and socially.34 While the NAACP had suggested busing to alleviate 
segregation, for example, the Schwab committee provided the following 
reasons for opposing busing: 
We also fear the probable result of taking a small group of Negro children of deplorable 
home background out of an Albina school and isolating it in an all-white middle or 
upper class school where the Negro children may be two or three grade levels behind 
their new peers, and where they will be regarded as strangers, outsiders, subjected to 
ridicule and paternalism.35
Here, while the race of the children was noted, it is their social class back-
ground that was emphasized. The authors’ objection to busing generalized 
about African-American youth in Albina as coming from a “deplorable 
home background.” In another section of the report, committee mem-
bers blamed African Americans for their failure to achieve in school, thus 
ignoring persistent structural racism. They observed: “Still, the Negro in 
America has suffered a tradition of subservience and discrimination which 
has tended to lower motivation generally, and especially in the educational 
system.”3 Committee members believed that home life, education level, and 
social and cultural differences had the greatest impact on African-American 
students’ educational experience, but they still assumed that most African 
Americans fell into the deprived category, citing socioeconomic factors as 
being more important than race in their opposition to busing. By rejecting 
busing for socioeconomic and cultural reasons, PPS avoided the issues of 
racial desegregation and busing entirely. The report does not consider the 
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NAACP pairing proposal, which would have bused both African-American 
and Euro-American students. 
The conflation of race and class becomes even more apparent in the 
report’s recommendation of compensatory education. Again working from a 
socioeconomic cultural deficit model, the report suggests compensatory edu-
cation programs for both poor Euro-American and poor African-American 
youth; however, examination of the report reveals that there was no attempt 
to study cultural deficiency in predominantly Euro-American neighborhoods. 
The focus was strictly on African Americans in the Albina neighborhood. 
The Portland NAACP branch condemned the Schwab Report based on 
several factors, including the emphasis on cultural deficiency and failure to 
address desegregation. Portland’s NAACP representative William McClen-
don criticized the report because it “overemphasize[d] the negative aspects 
of Black family life, poverty, fear and social rejections.”37 The NAACP also 
charged the school board with promoting a “separate but equal policy.”38 The 
school board adopted the report in full, including its policy recommenda-
tions; however, PPS failed to follow through on some of the recommenda-
tions, leading to further opposition from the African-American community. 
Portland NAACP President Mayfield K. Webb noted that groups who initially 
supported the report quickly noticed the lack of enforcement: “They believed 
it would be a first step, but now see no follow up or second step.”39 
The Model Schools Program (MSP) was the cornerstone of the Schwab 
Report. Its purpose was to provide compensatory education at the elemen-
tary level in order to improve academic achievement through smaller 
class sizes, classroom aides, and pre-schools. Additionally, the report 
emphasized the need for school nurses and psychologists. Ten schools were 
recommended for the MSP: Eliot, Boise, Highland (now King), Buckman, 
Holladay, Humboldt, Whitman, George, Woodlawn, and Irvington. The 
report wanted to include “at least two predominantly Negro enrollment 
schools and at least two predominantly White enrollment schools” within 
the MSP.40 An investigation of the program reveals that while the Schwab 
Report attempted to conflate race with class, in its implementation, PPS 
proved it was all about race. PPS dropped two of the three overwhelmingly 
Euro-American schools — George and Whitman — that were initially 
proposed in the Schwab Report and added Sabin Elementary, which had a 
large African-American student body. All but one of the MSP schools were 
located in inner-Northeast Portland, and the majority of the nine schools 
had African-American student populations that were over 5 percent of the 
student body (see Table 1).41
There were positive aspects of the MSP. The schools received on average 
five hundred more dollars per student than other Portland public schools.42 
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One of the goals of the MSP was to reduce class sizes, and many of these 
resources were directed at hiring more staff. Class sizes were also reduced 
by “White flight” — Euro-Americans moving out of the city — and the 
demolition of housing stock in the area.43 It is difficult to assess the success 
of the MSP because of the lack of a systematic and comprehensive evalu-
ation process, but what is evident is that during the five years of its imple-
mentation, stability in critical areas was achieved. Academic achievement, 
for example, while not statistically significant, was rising; teacher turnover 
was reduced dramatically; and there were clear indications that rates of 
disciplinary referrals and attendance problems dropped. Other factors, such 
as the Model Cities program, which addressed housing and employment 
discrimination in Albina, also likely contributed to the increasing stability 
in the schools.44 
Overshadowing this relative stability was the growing level of segregation 
African-American students experienced — exactly what the NAACP said 
the MSP would do. The perception of the MSP by the African-American 
community was revealed in the Oregon Advance Times, one of Portland’s 
African-American newspapers, which frequently criticized the program for 
failing to hire African-American administrators and for being unresponsive 
table 1: Model Schools Program  
and African-American Student Enrollment
Model School






























source: Schwab Report (see note 30), prepared by authors
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to educational innovations. One editorial expressed disgust with the qual-
ity of education children were receiving: “We cannot help but wonder how 
long the parents of the children in the model schools will go along with the 
program foisted upon them by the school administration. At best, it provides 
very poor baby sitting services. Certainly the parents of these youngsters 
should expect far more from the school system.”45 
By 198, the concentration of African-American students to a few 
schools was a serious concern for the school board. A 198 Portland City 
Club Bulletin, Problems of Racial Justice in Portland, notes: “Of the 4,800 
Negro elementary pupils, 73 per cent (3,500) are enrolled in nine of the 94 
elementary schools. . . . Four schools are over 90 per cent Negro (Boise, 93 
per cent; Highland [now King], 94 per cent; Eliot, 92 per cent; Humboldt, 
91 per cent.” All four were part of the Model Schools Program. The pattern 
was repeated at the high school level, with the majority of African-American 
students attending Jefferson High School, where they made up 37.4 percent 
of the student population.4 When the MSP ended in 1972, racial isolation 
was largely unchanged in the schools involved. The percentages of African-
American student populations at the Model Schools in the 1971–1972 school 
year were: Boise 9; Buckman 18; Eliot 58; Holladay 50; Humboldt 84; Irving-
ton 3; King (Highland) 91; Sabin 4; and Woodlawn 48.47
Racial conflict in the schools was also becoming harder to ignore during 
the 190s. The first reports of racial strife at Jefferson High School appeared in 
194, and racial tension was common in 19 and 197, with reports indicat-
ing that teachers and students of all races were involved.48 Rev. Martin Luther 
King, Jr.’s assassination on Thursday, April 4, 198, brought these issues to 
the forefront for PPS. The school district considered closing Jefferson High 
School on April 5, but decided against it, only to have the school’s principal 
call for its closure following student unrest.49 Over the weekend, the pres-
sures built and PPS opted to defuse the situation by keeping schools closed 
on Monday April 8, and on Tuesday morning, April 9. Mayor Terry Schrunk 
sent extra police officers into Jefferson High School, and the racial tensions 
continued to simmer throughout the rest of the school year. The Portland 
Public Schools District publicly floated the idea of closing Jefferson High 
School the following year.50 
After national race riots during 197, the federal government appointed 
the Kerner Commission to study racial problems in the United States. Their 
assessment, the Kerner Report, recommended that cities end racial isolation, 
especially in education. Portland experienced a small riot in 197 in Irving 
Park, but the damage was limited. Still, economic marginalization, social 
alienation, and institutional racism identified by the Kerner Report as causes 
of the 197 riots continued to be present in Portland and contributed to the 
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frustration that many of the city’s African-American residents felt. A roving 
reporter for the Oregon Advance Times ran a regular series asking Albina’s 
African-American residents what they thought Albina needed, and those 
interviewed frequently identified better schools, jobs, housing, and recre-
ation centers for youth. Richard G. Wilburn voiced a typical response: “Our 
children are the most important product of our community. We need more 
recreation for children and we certainly need better schools. We don’t have 
enough teachers and sooner or later the city will wake up.”51 When asked 
by the reporter if there would be a riot in the upcoming summer of 198 in 
Portland, many people expressed belief that there would, but they also hoped 
it could be avoided. When the Kerner Report was published, the Advance 
Times responded with an editorial titled “Problem Exists Here, Too,” which 
called on city leaders to do something about racism in Portland: “We hope 
our own mayor will review this report and will be among those mayors that 
are tuned in and recognizing that a problem exists that calls for immediate 
action to wipe out the cause — the cause being white racism.”52 The city did 
not take action, and in 199, there was a large riot on Union Avenue (today’s 
Martin Luther King, Jr., Boulevard) that lasted four days and highlighted 
the racial problems that existed in Portland. Newspaper reports about the 
riots indicate that police brutality and harassment of African Americans at 
Lidio’s Drive-In on Northeast Union and Shaver was the flash point, but 
many of the same tensions that had caused the national long, hot summer 
of 197 were also clearly present in Portland.53
In the aftermath of the Union Avenue riot, the city agreed to be more 
proactive in reducing the underlying causes. One of their focus areas was 
desegregating the schools. In the summer of 199, PPS hired Superintendent 
Robert Blanchard, and he quickly changed the direction of PPS with regard 
to desegregation through his contentious plan, “Portland Schools for the 
Seventies.”54
The Schools for the Seventies plan had several main components, all aimed 
at desegregation. First, the school district would be decentralized and reorga-
nized into three administrative and attendance districts with new boundaries 
that effectively split the African-American population. Second, middle schools 
would replace the k-8 (kindergarten through eighth grade) configuration used 
in Portland grade schools, but no middle schools were planned for the Albina 
area. Third, Early Childhood Education Centers (ECECs) would be estab-
lished in the Albina area, which would theoretically encourage Euro-American 
parents to send their children into a predominantly African-American neigh-
borhood for schooling; busing was provided for children attending ECECs. 
Significantly, all of the MSP schools became ECECs, which resulted in only 
one Albina district school having grades six through eight. By 1977, only the 
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Eliot school served those grades, 
which meant that approximately 
00 students were forced to bus 
to middle schools outside of the 
Albina neighborhood.55 Finally, 
the Administrative Transfer Pro-
gram (ATP), which was amended 
to include busing and recruitment 
of African-American students, 
was accelerated, and the plan 
established a racial quota of 25 
percent for minority students in 
schools.5 
Several U.S. Supreme Court 
decisions in the late 190s and 
early 1970s provided the rationale 
and legal basis for Blanchard’s 
Schools for the Seventies. In its 
198 decision Green v. County 
School Board, the Court ruled that 
“freedom of choice” plans, such 
as the original Administrative 
Transfer Program advocated in 
the Schwab Report, were inad-
equate. The Court also laid out 
specific plans, including rearrang-
ing district boundaries to insure 
minority representation in schools. The following year, the Supreme Court 
decided in U.S. v. Montgomery County Board of Education that racial quotas 
were an appropriate tool to use in desegregation plans. Finally, in Swann v. 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg (1971), the Court decreed segregation resulting from 
residential patterns constituted past misconduct, attendance zones had to 
be redrawn, and implementation of busing could be used as a remedy. All 
of these decisions affected PPS’ efforts at desegregation.
The ATP and the redrawing of school boundaries were the easiest ways 
for the school board to remain compliant with the Supreme Court’s deci-
sions. They also affected the least number of Euro-Americans, so the burden 
of desegregation fell primarily on Portland’s African-American residents. 
The ATP was originally implemented in 194 and had a negligible impact 
on racial isolation. Portland started busing Albina students to suburban 
schools in 198, but the number of students participating in the suburban 
Superintendent Robert Blanchard served 
from 1969 to 1980. He implemented the 
contentious “Schools for the Seventies” 
plan, which called for widespread busing 
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transfer program never reached much higher than one hundred. Blanchard 
accelerated the ATP during the 1970s, and approximately two-thirds of the 
students bused were African American (see Table 2).57 According to a staff 
report by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, by 1975, approximately 22 
percent (2,34) of Portland’s total African-American student population 
was bused, compared to the 484 Euro-American students who participated 
in the ATP that same year.58 When the suburban transfer program started 
in the late 190s, many residents in the African-American community sup-
ported busing their children. Mrs. S.O. Broadus, a one-time PTA president 
at Boise Elementary, gave what was considered by the Oregon Advance Times 
a typical response: “I am very pleased. I feel that they will get more out of 
school by this kind of action.”59 
Reverend W.G. Hardy recently reflected on the impact of busing on both 
African-American students and the community as a whole: 
WH: The African-American community was really divided and they talked about seg-
regation and the powers that be thought it would be a great idea to take all the African-
Americans, put them on a bus and bus them out to schools where they had superior 
books, superior equipment, better teachers. . . . When you take the children out of the 
community and take them somewhere it appears to be better and bring them back to 
the community it doesn’t necessarily fix the problem. It kind of exacerbates it and lets 
you know someone else has a better lifestyle. . . . They thought it would have been more 
effective if you would have had an exchange and bused kids from both areas . . . 
JW: How did it affect your friends from your community? Did you ever talk to them 
about that?
WH: It’s amazing because I have talked to both whites and blacks and it was devastating. 
The adults had no idea how traumatic it was for children to integrate into a culture to 
navigate through that, to develop relationships and then be torn apart. . . . Now when 
the black and white kid go amongst all black the black kid now has to act like they don’t 
own the white friend. So the white kid has to figure out, well wait a minute, your black 
friends came around and now we are not friends. Why the change in behavior? And the 
black and the white can go amongst a lot of whites and the white person would then 
change their behavior to adapt the dominant culture. And the black person is trying 
to figure out now wait a minute, we were friends just a minute ago and now you are 
laughing at a racist joke. So, you had this going on both sides. And the children knew 
that all of us were trying to navigate through all of that.0
Hardy’s observations about busing were echoed in Ray Rist’s seminal work 
on Portland’s ATP, The Invisible Children. Rist found that students had 
difficulty adjusting to their new schools and that teachers in the receiving 
schools were inadequately prepared to deal with the new students. Addition-
ally, because their numbers were so low, teachers and administrators could 
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effectively marginalize the African-American ATP students. Rist observed 
that as the school year went on, the physical separation of the ATP students 
became more pronounced with almost all of them being separated from 
their classmates because of desk placement by their teachers or by placement 
in low academic achievement groups. In one particularly striking episode, 
Rist wrote: 
My sense of Jeff ’s isolation from others in his room became more pervasive with each 
visit. Today, I entered the room and then turned to leave because I did not see Jeff. I asked 
the teacher, Mrs. Wills, if he was sick, and she said, no, he was over on the floor in the 
corner. He was lying face down, seemingly asleep. When I walked over to him, he looked 
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Note: All suburban transfer students were African American. Prior to 1972, the Administrative Transfer Program 
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When the teacher called for Jeff ’s reading group, Jeff did not respond, 
and Rist “found this interesting, for it indicated how separated Jeff had 
become from his reading group. When it was called, he moved not a muscle. 
The group no longer had significance for him, and he no longer considered 
himself a member. He belonged nowhere.” Paradoxically, the parents of 
ATP students were satisfied that busing was providing their children with 
a better education, and all of the parents Rist interviewed said they would 
keep their children in the program.1 
dEsEgrEgation, EsPEcially at Jefferson High School, continued 
to be a top priority for school administrators who feared federal sanctions, 
and they continually modified plans during the 1970s to meet desegregation 
goals. Jefferson High School was considered Portland’s “Black” high school 
because of both its location in the Albina district and its high percentage of 
African-American students. Enrollment at Jefferson steadily declined during 
the 190s and 1970s; reasons for the decline included a district boundary 
change in 195, the opening of nearby Adams High School in 199 (which 
resulted in another district boundary change), and the failure to capture 
incoming students from feeder schools.2
In 1971, some of PPS’ top administrators circulated a confidential report, 
“Portland Schools and Integration — Some Alternatives” with further ideas 
for ending de facto segregation at Jefferson High School. The plan included 
seven alternatives, six of which involved clustering or pairing schools with 
busing to achieve racial integration. The seventh alternative was “closing Jef-
ferson High School or making it an alternative facility.” Realizing the unpopu-
larity of busing Euro-American students, the school board chose option seven 
and changed Jefferson High School from a general curriculum high school 
to a magnet performing arts school in 1974.3 This change failed to reduce the 
percentage of minority students at Jefferson because too few Euro-American 
students were interested in transferring to the magnet program. By 1978, the 
new arts magnet program had attracted 124 new students. Ninety of those 
were Euro-American, but the total number of incoming students was not 
enough to reduce the racial imbalance at Jefferson High School.4 
In 1975, the Oregon Legislature passed new guidelines defining any 
school with over a 50 percent minority population as racially isolated, and 
in the 197–1977 school year, Jefferson High School exceeded that mark.5 
The school board was forced to consider other methods to reduce Jefferson’s 
minority student population. School board members met over the Christmas 
break to discuss their concern about racial distribution and isolation pat-
terns, and Jonathan Newman voiced an opinion shared by others: “Unless we 
apply further remedies ourselves, we can eventually expect to be placed under 
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a court decree.” In 1977, Newman presented his plan: Boise Elementary 
and King Elementary students would be rerouted from their neighborhood 
high school, Jefferson, and redirected to Lincoln and Wilson high schools. 
Newman also suggested that minority populations within individual schools 
be limited to their overall district representation, which meant that since 
African-American students made up approximately 18 percent of the total 
student body, they should not exceed 18 percent at any particular school. 
Because the other high schools in inner-Northeast Portland that would nor-
mally receive African-American students already had more than 18 percent 
minority student populations — Adams 3.5 percent, Grant 31.1 percent, and 
Washington 23.5 percent — African-American students would be forced to 
travel to schools outside their attendance district.7 
Up until that point, busing had been limited to elementary and middle 
school students, but the Newman Plan threatened busing for the high 
schools, a proposal that angered many of Albina’s residents. The Portland 
Observer, an African-American newspaper, editorialized against the New-
man Plan: 
At no time has the white population been disturbed. At no time has there been “volun-
tary” forced busing of white students. We doubt that this “voluntary” busing of Blacks 
only would meet the requirements of the federal courts. But worst of all, there has never 
been any accountability to the Black community.8
The Boise School Advisory committee rejected the Newman Plan outright. 
They said they were not consulted about the plan before it was made public 
and that the plan discriminated against African-American students. At a 
public meeting about the Newman Plan, parents voiced concern that the 
burden of desegregation, especially busing, was falling only on African-
American students. One African American explained: 
Why should our children be expected to do all of the desegregating? Why doesn’t the 
community participate? Their children don’t have to ride busses and face strange new 
schools where they are unknown and many times not wanted. I want my child to get 
the best possible education and if that means busing her across town I don’t mind. But 
I think white parents should meet us half way. All they have been expected to do so far 
is to let us go to their schools.9
Such fierce community opposition to the Newman Plan forced the school 
board to back away from implementing it as originally written.
In the months after the Newman Plan was proposed, various groups 
investigated why racial imbalance existed at Jefferson High School, espe-
cially since its feeder schools were predominantly Euro-American because 
of Blanchard’s redrawing of district boundaries as part of Schools for the 
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Seventies. Approximately a month after the original proposal, the Portland 
Observer reported that Jefferson High School’s problems were caused by 
parents from the feeder schools who deliberately ignored attendance district 
boundaries and sent their children to Benson, Monroe, or Roosevelt high 
school instead of Jefferson. The article notes:
Although a certain percentage of the feeder school graduates would “legitimately” go 
to Benson, Monroe, and other high schools to take advantage of special curricula, the 
coalition [of Jefferson High School parents] feels that a significant amount are escaping 
their geographically-designated school because of Jefferson’s “assigned” reputation of 
being a “bad, Black school.”70 
In 1970, for example, Jefferson High School’s attendance area was approxi-
mately 28 percent minority, but that same year, the school’s minority student 
body was 38.5 percent.71 While Benson and Monroe were also magnet schools 
(Jefferson became a magnet school in 1974), the Portland Observer posed 
a legitimate question in 1977 about whether all of the students admitted 
to the magnet schools were actually qualified to be there. Additionally, of 
the approximately 1 percent of the Jefferson High School feeder class lost 
to Benson, only one-tenth were minority students.72 According to another 
Observer article, if the school boundary attendance policy had been enforced, 
Jefferson’s minority population would have been 27.78 percent minority in 
the 197–1977 school year. When asked why PPS focused on busing rather 
than enforcing attendance boundaries, Blanchard cited a lack of enforce-
ment resources.73 
At a school board meeting about the proposed Newman Plan, Blanchard 
responded to complaints about desegregation and shifted the responsibility 
for desegregation back to the African-American community, further anger-
ing African-American attendees. A Portland Observer article quoted Herb 
Cawthorne, a future school board member, on Blanchard’s remarks:
“The manner in which Dr. Blanchard opened the meeting was personally offensive and 
set a tone that I don’t think was warranted. If that was not your intention — that is what 
happened.” Stating that the district does not seem concerned about the people who 
have gone through thirteen years of desegregation he [Cawthorne] said it should not be 
surprising that people would be disgruntled. The impression given by Dr. Blanchard’s 
statement was that “we were to be spanked and scorned.”74 
In the face of public protests, the school board passed a revised New-
man Plan with a 30 percent minority quota, but it placed the onus on the 
African-American community to come up with other ways to reduce 
minority student isolation — a moot point considering the school board 
had already passed the plan.75 
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African-American parents started organizing protests against busing in 
December 1977, and by January 1978, the school board had reversed its posi-
tion on the Newman Plan. The Community Coalition for School Integration 
(CCSI), a broad coalition of various community organizations including 
the NAACP and the American Friends Service Committee, started its own 
investigation into desegregating Portland’s public schools. In November 
1978, the CCSI presented the school board with ideas for desegregation. 
Their main recommendation was to implement pairing of schools, which 
would distribute the burden of busing more equitably. Blanchard agreed with 
most of the coalition’s findings, but he rejected pairing as “excessive.”7 His 
dismissive attitude angered members of the African-American community, 
and a rebellion against the Portland School Board gained intensity.
Ron Herndon, founder of the Black Educational Center, met with CCSI 
member Herb Cawthorne in the early summer of 1979 to discuss ways to 
address the school boards’ intransigence regarding the needs of the African-
American community, and thus Portland’s branch of the Black United Front 
(BUF) was born.77 The BUF called for a boycott of the school board for the 
fall of 1979, and they rapidly gained a broad spectrum of supporters.78 The 
goal of the BUF was to force the school board to change its policies: first, 
an end to all busing; second, establishment of at least one middle school in 
the Albina neighborhood named for a female African-American historical 
figure; third, keeping inner-Northeast high schools open.79 Other community 
groups joined BUF in its efforts to force change.
In 1979 and 1980, the power of the BUF in Portland’s school issues was 
clearly visible. Three school board members left in 1978; two sought other 
political offices and one retired for personal reasons. Jonathan Newman, 
author of the Newman Plan, resigned under pressure in 1979, and all four 
replacement members were more partial to protestors’ concerns and even 
included one of the BUF’s founders, Herb Cawthorne. By the fall of 1979, 
the BUF was calling for Blanchard’s dismissal.80 In a controversial vote 
the following year, Blanchard was fired. Various Portland business leaders 
responded by pushing for a recall of the four new school board members, all 
of whom had voted for Blanchard’s dismissal. Blanchard also filed a lawsuit 
against the school board for wrongful termination. The BUF reacted by 
calling for a boycott of the businesses involved in the school board recall. 
The controversy ended when Blanchard unexpectedly died of a heart attack 
five months after his dismissal.81 With a new majority on the school board 
that was both receptive and responsive to the BUF’s demands, the search for 
a superintendent began. The BUF was now leading the way on education 
issues in Portland.
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On April 14, 1980, after negotiations involving the BUF, the CCSI, and 
other concerned community members, PPS adopted the Comprehensive 
Desegregation Plan (CDP). The seven goals of the CDP were: 
1. To avoid and eliminate inequitable compulsory burdens imposed by desegrega-
tion; 
2. To increase desegregation and integration through equitable means; 
3. To provide education which more fully meets the needs of each child; 
4. To create an excellent multicultural/multiethnic education for all children; 
5. To promote interracial acceptance and understanding among students and staff;
. To increase educational choice for all children in the district; and 
7. To comply with federal and state laws, policies, and regulations.82 
The BUF played a significant role in the creation of this plan and signed off 
on the final version. Although PPS had up to that point manifested a pattern 
of resistance to change, with the publication of the CDP, many community 
members felt hopeful for the future. Steve Buell, a school board member 
from 1979 to 1983, commented that, at the time, the plan “felt like a huge 
accomplishment.”83
thE black unitEd Front, school closurEs,  
and multiculturalism, 1981–1999
After their initial success of ending busing for desegregation in Portland, the 
BUF changed its focus to keeping Jefferson High School open and creating 
and expanding multicultural curriculum within Portland’s public schools; 
both issues continue to resonate almost thirty years later. It is unclear how 
much community support existed for multicultural curriculum. The fate of 
Jefferson High School, however, remained a flashpoint within the African-
American community, and its threatened closure gave the BUF a strong base 
of support. School board meetings were regularly boycotted by the BUF 
during the early 1980s, and the BUF moved into an uncomfortable position 
of being both an adversary of and working for PPS.84 
Jefferson High School’s enrollment had steadily declined during the 190s 
and 1970s, and in 1974, 1977, and 1980, the student body dipped below 1,000 
total students.85 As mentioned previously, several factors were responsible 
for the enrollment declines, including the close proximity of other high 
schools, changes in attendance district boundaries, and PPS’ failure to enforce 
attendance district boundaries. Another aspect affecting all Portland high 
schools was the city’s changing demographics — there were fewer children 
attending public schools than during the post-war baby boom period. Con-
verting Jefferson into an arts magnet school in 1974 had a marginal impact 
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on Euro-American student enrollment, and PPS was left with several high 
schools that were significantly under capacity. 
In the early 1980s, PPS identified for closure several schools with low 
enrollment, and once again, Jefferson was on the short list. Several student 
boycotts and BUF strikes had their intended effect and the school was saved. 
Adams and Washington-Monroe high schools were closed in 1981, sending 
approximately 500 new students to Jefferson.8 The school’s negative reputa-
tion began to fade, and more students transferred to Jefferson for the arts 
magnet program. A gang-related shooting on the school’s front steps in 
February 1988 once again painted it as a dangerous place, and enrollment 
declined.87 In the three years following the shooting, Jefferson lost over 400 
students.88 
thE cdP, Which notably called for expanded multicultural curricu-
lum, was a direct outgrowth of the controversies over busing and education 
during the previous decades and, at least initially, the school board and 
PPS were proactive in its implementation. Busing was ended, schools in 
inner-Northeast Portland remained open, Harriet Tubman Middle School 
was created, a Desegregation Monitoring and Activity Committee (DMAC) 
was established in 1980, the school board brought in Chief Desegregation 
Consultant Dr. Asa Hilliard in 1981, and the board hired Portland’s first 
African-American school superintendent, Dr. Matthew Prophet, in 1982. 
The CDP’s goal of creating a multicultural curriculum was a major topic 
of discussion and contention within the Portland school system throughout 
the 1980s and 1990s. The plan originally designed Baseline Essays as the core 
of its multicultural curriculum, intending the essays to supplement existing 
school textbooks. All of the major minority and ethnic populations in the 
Western United States, including African Americans, Native Americans, 
Hispanic Americans, Asian Americans, and Pacific Islanders, were to have 
their own set of essays that covered six topics: art, literature, history, science, 
music, and mathematics. Hilliard was intimately involved with the writing 
of the essays, insisting that the authors be nationally recognized scholars and 
members of the ethnic group they were writing about; he even included his 
recommendations for the African American Baseline Essay authors.89 Both 
Hilliard and employees within PPS were making every effort to give the Base-
line Essays legitimacy; Carolyn M. Leonard, the PPS contact for multicultural 
curriculum, insisted that the Baseline Essays be peer reviewed.90 Hilliard’s 
goals were not fully realized, however, as not all of the scholars he identified 
were interested in writing African American Baseline Essays. Some of the 
writers therefore did not meet his initial criteria. While some he identified, 
such as historian John Henrik Clark, mathematician Beatrice Lumpkin, 
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and art professor Michael D. Harris, were able to contribute, other Baseline 
authors lacked national prominence. Joyce Harris, author of the Literature 
African American Baseline Essay, was a Reed College graduate, one of the 
founders of the Black Educational Center, and a member of the BUF. Finding 
a science author proved especially challenging, and the BUF recommended 
Hunter Adams — a decision that would undermine the legitimacy of the 
Baseline Essays. In a later challenge to the essays, the Oregonian reported 
that Adams was an industrial hygiene technician, not a research scientist, 
and his highest educational attainment was a high school diploma.91 
The conceptual framework of the Baseline Essays appears to have relied 
heavily on the model used by the Black Educational Center, an Afro-centric 
private school founded by Reed College alumni Ron Herndon, Frank Wilson, 
and Joyce Harris. The leadership of the Black United Front came directly 
from the center. The goal of the Black Educational Center was to teach 
African-American students about their culture and history while using 
innovative teaching techniques that encouraged students to learn and close 
Ron Hendron stands on a table (in white sweater) at this 1982 BUF school board 
protest. At right, behind the table, is school board member James Fenwick. Protesters 
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the student achievement gap. According to Harris, the Black Educational 
Center was successful because it not only increased student achievement, 
it also provided a successful model “of education that was conceptualized 
and implemented by African Americans.”92 The African American Baseline 
Essays were started in 1981, substantially revised in 198, and were ready for 
classroom use by 1987. It seems that the BUF intended the Baseline Essays 
to be fully integrated into the public schools’ curriculum, but PPS instead 
offered them only as an information resource for teachers, along with teacher 
training sessions and curriculum guides.93 
Portland Public Schools’ implementation of the multicultural/multi-
ethnic education was largely inadequate. According to researcher Wanyoni 
Wambalaba, only two clusters, the Jefferson and Grant high school clusters, 
which had the majority of African-American students, received training on 
multicultural education. Of the teachers who received training, they reported 
that it was “sparse and not very useful.” The Desegregation Monitoring 
Advisory Committee (DMAC), a citizen watchdog group that included 
members of the BUF, presented their annual report in 1988 and found that 
PPS failed to implement multicultural education, noting that no students 
had received instruction from the African American Baseline Essays. They 
also castigated PPS for failing to organize a systematic training approach 
for teachers or students. Ironically, as the DMAC’s 1989 report noted, the 
African American Baseline Essays had been embraced nationally.94
Within Portland’s public schools, many teachers and principals expressed 
support for multicultural education, even though some had reservations 
about the tone of the African American Baseline Essays. PPS gave principals 
and teachers a lot of leeway in implementing multicultural curriculum with 
the caveat that it had to be used in some way on a regular basis in their les-
son planning, but principals noted that implementation was a problem. The 
Baseline Essays were one aspect of multicultural curriculum, but teachers 
were not required to use them, even though Marshall High School’s prin-
cipal referred to the African American Baseline Essays as “the best material 
of any district in the United States.”95 One Oregonian article suggested that 
the Baseline Essays were not regarded as controversial by the teachers within 
PPS, but Wambalaba suggests that because the African American Baseline 
Essays were neither fully implemented nor required to be used within 
the classroom, resistance from Portland’s predominantly Euro-American 
teaching staff will never be fully known.9 Wambalaba did find that there 
was resistance to the Baseline Essays from district administrators, which 
would account, at least in part, for the failure to require implementation. 
Teachers also were not evaluated on their classroom implementation of 
multicultural education.97 
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Understanding the media-driven controversy that erupted over the Base-
line Essays requires connecting them to the national debates over history 
and literature in the United States. While there had been extensive discus-
sion both within and outside academic circles leading up to 1992, the 500th 
anniversary and celebration of Christopher Columbus’s voyage brought to 
the forefront a long simmering debate over Euro-centric history and the 
literary canon. With scholars and many minority and ethnic groups call-
ing for a new examination of history, educational curriculum, especially in 
history and literature, faced an onslaught of criticism on the national level. 
Portland’s Baseline Essays landed right in the middle of the controversy — 
in part because they were one of the first systematic attempts by a school 
district in the United States to address multicultural education.98 
The African American Baseline Essays gained notoriety on the local level 
in 1990, several years after they were first made available for classroom use. 
Oregonian columnist Steve Duin led the attack with his article “A Return to 
Segregationist History,” in which he criticized the African American Base-
line Essays for their “Afrocentric” view of history. The specific problems he 
mentioned were: Egypt was presented as an African and thus Black nation, 
the suggestion of cultural syncretism between long-cherished Western val-
ues and their possible African origins, and that African-American literature 
had been manipulated and controlled by Euro-American publishers. Duin 
referred to these as “desperate assertions” in the Baseline Essays that were 
“derided by more objective historians.” He also referred to the tone of the 
essays as “hysterical,” accusing them of obscuring the truth: 
The Baseline Essays stress black culture at the expense of all others. They mix political 
statements with historical insights, and they resurrect segregationist history. Black culture 
suffered too long in the hands of white historians; now, someone, or something, else is 
going to suffer. Like the truth.99 
While Duin did acknowledge that the presentation of African-American 
history had been unfair in the past, he refused to acknowledge any validity 
in the African American Baseline Essays. He also directly challenged the work 
of African-American historians, implying that Euro-American historians’ 
opinions carried more weight. Duin wrote several other articles in the follow-
ing years condemning the Baseline Essays.100 Another Oregonian columnist, 
David Reinhard, echoed Duin’s sentiments, but Reinhard added to his criti-
cism the “doubtful therapeutic aim of Afro-centric curricula” presented by 
the African American Baseline Essays and multicultural education. Reinhard 
referred to the essays as “feel-good, fallacy-filled history.”101 
The national criticism of the African American Baseline Essays came from 
several angles. Anthropologist Bernard Ortiz de Montellano undermined the 
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validity of the Science Essay because it failed to differentiate between religion 
and science, and he also attacked the credibility of its author, Hunter Adams.102 
Historian Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., challenged the essays because of their poten-
tial for divisiveness and claimed that the purpose of the essays was therapeutic, 
writing in his book The Disuniting of America: “The use of history as therapy 
means the corruption of history as history.” Schlesinger also defended Euro-
centric history because the majority of Americans — he put the number at 
80 percent — are of European descent and most of American history derived 
directly from European roots.103 Time magazine also condemned the essays 
because of their Afro-centrism and some strange relationship, never men-
tioned in the essays, between Afro-centric scholars and their alleged belief 
that melanin makes people of African descent superior.104 
Many of the criticisms in the local and national media challenging the 
validity of the African American Baseline Essays were unfounded. Schlesinger’s 
objections to “therapeutic” history embodied in the Baseline Essays were called 
into question by sociologist James Loewen’s study of high school history text-
books, Lies My Teacher Told Me: Everything Your American History Textbook 
Got Wrong. Loewen points out that history textbooks originated in the nativ-
ist and nationalist period of the early twentieth century and were filled with 
history designed to make Euro-Americans feel good, often at the expense of 
minorities.105 Cultural syncretism has been substantiated by researchers, both 
from sub-Saharan Africa to Egypt and from Egypt to Greece.10 
The media-driven furor surrounding the African American Baseline 
Essays took several twists, with some that clearly veered toward the absurd, 
like the melanin argument, but what is clear is that the only people defend-
ing the essays were a handful of former Portland School Board members, 
administrators, and the African-American scholars who wrote them. The 
controversy over the Baseline Essays continued for approximately four 
years, reaching its national peak in 1994. By that time, Portland had a new 
school superintendent, a new school board, and no desire to continue the 
fights over multiculturalism. The Baseline Essays were consigned to the 
PPS warehouse, where they sat gathering dust, and PPS instead focused its 
attention on funding, which had been threatened by the passage of Measure 
Five property tax limits. 
The Comprehensive Desegregation Plan’s broad purpose was to address 
the quality of education among minority students by introducing multicul-
tural education and ending segregation in an equitable fashion. In a 198 
survey of student achievement, PPS noted that minority student test scores 
had gained an average of eleven points in four years, which was a substantial 
achievement.107 An Oregonian article from 1992 revealed similar results but 
tempered them with persistent failures to eliminate the gap completely, 
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reporting that “the proportion of Portland black students performing above 
the national average increased by 5 percent in reading and 3 percent in 
math over the last decade. Even so, black student performance falls far below 
the district average.”108 Portland’s African-American students were achieving 
at a higher rate and multicultural education was gaining traction, but there 
was a price as Portland schools moved back towards segregation.109
in 1867, Portland Public Schools instituted its first and only experi-
ment with officially segregating the schools, but only five years later, pressure 
from the Euro-American community over funding caused the closure of the 
Colored School and Portland Public Schools were officially desegregated. In 
the 140 years since then, PPS has continued to struggle with the core issues 
of the Colored School experience: the school board’s desire not to alienate 
its Euro-American patrons, the persistence of the African-American com-
munity in fighting for a quality education for its children, and the imple-
mentation of policies that never fully addressed the concerns and needs of 
the African American community. All echoed throughout the twentieth 
century, and these issues continue to resonate today. 
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